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This is by far the must-read textbook for all Algebra students. Baldor's classic algebra title is a
publication that has been available for many decades in the entire Latin America. This modern
format edition includes a CD-Rom which includes interactive exercises to practice equations,
formulas and algebra concepts. Esta es la lectura obligada para todos los estudiantes de Algebra.
La cl sica versi n de Baldor es una publicaci n que ha estado disponible en toda Latinoam rica por
varias d cadas. Esta versi n moderna incluye un CD-Rom con ejercicios interactivos para practicar
ecuaciones, f rmulas y toda clase de conceptos de lgebra.
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I have really enjoyed this book because it has brought me back to 1955 when I was still in HS here
in Santiago Chile. I used to solve all the problems... later on I went on to study engineering.. worked
35 years in the field building electric power plants all over the world.Today I am retired 72, and I still
enjoy solving the problems from Baldor...now as a pass time..

this book includes all the exact information from the original version in more modern format ,one
thing i dislike on this book comes with a cd and a code that wont work ,i register with the code online
and waited for a password that never came, i asked one of my teacher about it and he told that
same thing happen to him ,he send an email and they replied back two week later with a new
passwords and still doesn't work ,he already contact them again..but with there slow costumer

service it looks like never its going to happen.Conclusion if your playing to buy the book for the
information go ahead you wont be disappointed ,but if its for the cd dont waste your money.

I studied this book many years ago while I was in highschool, Now I'm attending classes at the
University of Florida. I needed to brush up on a few things so the first thing that came to my mind
was to buy the BALDOR for algebra, This book is the best piece of information I've had in a long
time, some books may contain all the information needed but the way it is explain is the valuable
part of the book, may books I have in my personal library simply don't have that, If you need a book
in algebra trust me this is the best you'll ever find, it explains step by step everything you need to
know, before you know it you'll have skills in algebra that you ever thought to have.

YO TUVE EN CASA LA EDICION ANTIGUA CON EL ARABE EN LA PORTADA, ESTA EDICION
ES BASICAMENTE LA MISMA, SOLO QUE ACTUALIZA CIERTOS DATOS. COMO LA ATERIOR,
ES FACIL DE ENTENDER Y CON MUCHOS EJERCICIOS PARA PRACTICAR.LA PASTA ES
DURA, LO CUAL HACE QUE EL LIBRO SE CONSERVE BIEN. TIENE BUEN COLORIDO AL
INTERIOR Y BUENOS GRAFICOS.LA COMPRE PORQUE ESTOY PREPARANDOME PARA
TOMAR EL GRE (GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION), Y PUES LA VERDAD CREO QUE ME
AYUDO MUCHISIMO PUES ME SIENTO BIEN PREPARADA PARA ABORDAR LA SECCION DE
ALGEBRA DE ESTE TEST.

Delivery was excellent. Product Condition excellent, everything offered was in there, the CD that
comes with this book was in there. The condition of the book was excellent. Very happy with the
transaction overall. My mother wants her to buy a copy for her to help her granddaughter. Since this
book give you a good foundation to understand algebra concepts. With a lot of exercise and
example.

I studied Baldor's algebra when I was in 7th grade in Latin America. When I moved to NYC at the
age of 17, I was so well prepared that the math that I was taught in my host country (USA) has been
too easy.The person who said that this book sucks, has been misled by the fact that most Latin
students who come to the USA are from places where they have lacked a good education
(countryside). I know this because I am a math teacher here in USA. However, there is a large
population of students in the metropolis of Latin America who are well prepared in math. Perhaps,
he/she should take a trip to any of those cities, and verify it before arriving to wrong

conclusions.Overall, this book teaches the real algebra, the way it should be.

Quien no ha consultado esta obra? Una fuente de consulta imprescindible en nivel bachillerato e
incluso muy util a nivel universitario, su claridad hace de este libro una obra que perdura.

The book is very different looking inside than the classic Algebra Baldor I used in high school in
Panama. This is not a big deal however. The big deal at least for me and the main reason I got this
book was for the FREE CD.However the CD is totally useless because you need a password sent
to you from the publisher and the publisher never writes you back with a password. So I am very
disappointed.(Review written by Antonio).
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